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The goal of estate Planning is to create an estate plan
(Plan) that truly meets your and your family’s goals and objectives.
With federal estate taxes of 40%1, many wealthy clients engage in
estate planning to minimize or eliminate those taxes. An effective
estate plan however does not just address taxes, it also
communicates values, and addresses the other threats-to-wealth:
children’s divorce, creditors, and unfortunately, wealth attracts
predators. In addition, sometimes beneficiaries have to be
protected from themselves. The following is a roadmap outlining
the estate planning process, identifying the information needed,
the parties involved and the key roles for ensuring the creation
and maintenance of a well-designed Plan.

The “Who, What and When” of Your Estate Plan
The simplest definition of estate planning is “who gets what and
when do they get it”. Estate planning is of course much more
complicated than that. The following outlines the basic
information necessary to begin to design and implement your
plan:

Who are you planning for?

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.

Identify your beneficiaries. Beneficiaries will typically include the
family members and charities, but may also include friends and
extended family. You and your spouse’s personal needs and
security come first and foremost, so you can be considered the
primary beneficiaries of your estate.
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What assets are you planning with?
With respect to your assets (all property worldwide), it is essential to identify each asset and
determine its current fair market value, ownership, associated liabilities, and income or cash
flow. Other estate liabilities are factored in as well. Once assets are identified, some clients
find it useful to classify assets into the following three categories:
1. Consumption – Assets needed to support your lifestyle now and in the future.
2. Contingency – Assets that are earmarked for emergencies and unexpected situations.
3. Custodial – Assets available for lifetime gifting.

When do the beneficiaries receive the property or the income from it?
Your values, goals and objectives for your family members come from the heart of the planning
process and it is perhaps the most critical part of the initial data gathering. It is essential to
clearly define your values, your goals, and your objectives as well as identify the particular
needs of beneficiaries. For example, beneficiaries may have special needs such as mental or
physical disability, an inability to manage money (spendthrift), or parents may simply want to
avoid providing children and grandchildren with too much too soon. One overriding and critical
goal of an estate plan is to protect your family from “threats-to-wealth”: taxes, divorce,
creditors, and predators. It is essential to review and evaluate your existing estate plan in order
to ensure that it still meets your objectives and to coordinate with any additional planning.

Important Disclaimer:
Please note that the concepts discussed herein do not constitute a legal or tax opinion. Any
decision to implement the ideas discussed herein is made solely by the Client and his or her legal
and tax advisors.
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Advisors, Plan Design & Implementation and Service
The Advisory Team
Collectively, the advisors’ role is to design and implement a plan that meets your values, goals and
objectives. The advisory team typically consists of your attorneys, accountants, bankers, financial
advisors and insurance professionals. Each advisor brings a unique skill set and perspective to the
table and plays a critical role in the planning process. The advisory team may be identified from
the start, or it may be brought together over the course of planning, for example, during the initial
phases of data gathering and designing of the plan.
The Advisors most basic goal is to work together as a team of professionals with the common goal
and the commitment to serving you and your family’s best interest.

Plan Design and Implementation
Once your goals and objectives are defined; beneficiaries identified and data collected:
• A preliminary plan design is proposed, then reviewed and refined by the trustees and
advisory team members;
• Once the team is in agreement on the plan design, it is presented to you for approval.
• Once approved, the plan is implemented.
o Trusts and other documents are drafted; reviewed by the trustees and advisory
team members; and then executed.
o Entities such as Limited Liability Companies are created and funded.
o Valuations are obtained.
o Assets are retitled, reflecting gifts of those specific assets.
o Life insurance is underwritten and placed and any necessary agreements (such as
private split dollar agreements) are completed.
Note: Due to the lead time to obtain all medical records and other underwriting
information, the underwriting process is usually started fairly early in the process.

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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Service
An estate plan is a work-in-progress. For example, over time, the following items are likely to
change:
•
•
•

Your goals, objectives and personal situations
The beneficiaries’ needs, and
Tax laws may change. Insurance needs to be reviewed regularly.

The plan should be flexible enough to accommodate these changes.

Estate Plan Case Study:
Current Estate
Currently, the estate is comprised of the following:

Table I: Current Estate
Assets

Current Value

Assumed Growth

Business Interest

$50,000,000

3%

Qualified Plan

$80,000

5%

Other

$2,300,000

3%

Total

$52,380,000

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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Current Estimated Estate Taxes
The current estate tax following the second death can be estimated as follows:

Table II: Estimated Estate Taxes (Second Death)
Assets

Current Value

Total Estate

$52,380,000

Estate Exemption ($5.45M/Spouse, 20162)

$10,900,000

Taxable Estate

$41,480,000

Estate Tax Rate (Federal Only)

$40%

Estate Taxes

($16,592,000)

Net to Family

$35,788,000

Projected Estimated Estate Taxes
Based on the conservative growth rates above (5% pre-tax, 3% after-tax), the value of the
estate and the estate taxes, based on current estate tax laws, can be estimated as follows:
Table III: Projected Estate and Estate Taxes
Year

# of Years/Ages

Estate

Estate Tax

2025

10/Ages 57 & 54

$70M

$23M

2035

20/Ages 67 & 64

$94M

$31M

2045

30/Ages 77 & 74

$126M

$43M

2050

35/Ages 82 & 79

$135M

$50M

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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Notes:
•
•
•

The 2050 estimate is well below the join life expectancy of age 97/age 94 (life
expectancy is the year in which there is a 50% chance that one spouse is still alive,
based on the 2008 VBT actuarial table).
Clearly, planning to minimize taxes and maximize wealth transferred is indicated.
In order to avoid repeat estate taxation, many ultra-high net worth clients implement
dynasty trusts in order to remove maximum assets from repeat taxation in your
children’s, grandchildren’s and subsequent estate, even if there are currently no
grandchildren.

Estate Planning Recommendations
First, consider updating your core documents to ensure they take advantage of current law and
that they accomplish your objectives. Core documents include the following:
• Wills, living wills, health care proxies and durable powers of attorney.
• Consider wills alone versus pour over wills with revocable living trusts (that avoid the
cost, delay and publicity of probate).
Second, consider the following lifetime gifting strategies:
1. LLC – Create a Limited Liability Company and fund with business interests, securities
and other assets or utilize an existing LLC. Obtain a qualified appraisal of the nonmanaging membership interests in the LLC for gift tax purposes, to support discounts.3
2. Dynasty Trust – Create a dynasty trust for the benefit of children, and potentially
grandchildren and future generations.4
a. Gift discounted non-managing membership interests in the LLC to the dynasty
trust in order to utilize all or a portion of available gift and GST tax exemptions5.
b. Based on your combined $10.86M lifetime gift exemption and a 30% discount,
you could gift up to $15,514,286 (combined).
c. Gifted assets grow outside of your taxable estate. For example, if the assets
grow to $25M, that additional $10M is outside of the taxable estate.
d. The results that follow assume that you gifted combined $3 million of assets.
Based on an assumed 30% discount, the value of the gift is $2.1 million. This
amount comfortably supports the life insurance (see important assumptions
below).

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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e. The dynasty trust will own $30 million second-to-die life insurance insuring both
spouses.
3. Private Split Dollar – The dynasty trust enters into a private split dollar agreement with the
spouses. The specifics of the split dollar will depend upon thy type of life insurance product
selected. Cash as needed pursuant to the split dollar agreement will be provided by cash flow
from the LLC interests owned by the dynasty trust.
See the following:
•
•

Notes for a brief discussion of other planning opportunities.
The Appendix below for additional details on these various planning tools.

Estate Planning Recommendations
Notes:
There are many alternatives with respect to how the estate plan is designed.
A. It is important to note that the structures outlined above that address taxes, when carefully
drafted also address the other threats-to-wealth: taxes, divorce, creditors, predators and
protecting children from themselves (beneficiaries may have special needs such as a mental
or physical disability, an inability to manage money (spendthrift), or parents may simply want
to avoid providing children and grandchildren with too much too soon).
B. Provided there is sufficient cash flow from the LLC interests, the dynasty trust could pay the
full annual premium rather than using split dollar (split dollar is more “efficient” because the
dynasty trust uses less of its cash flow to pay insurance premiums).
C. Even though we illustrated gifting $3 million of assets, you could in fact gift substantially
more.
Note: Discounts below illustrating the amount of assets that spouse could gift combined based on
various discount rates.
1. For example, fully utilizing your combined $10.86 million lifetime gift exemption and based on
a 30% discount, you could gift $15,514,286 (combined).
2. In that case, each spouse (as Grantor) could create a separate dynasty trust, with the nonGrantor spouse as a permissible beneficiary of the trust.

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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a. This provides a degree of “access” to gifted assets held in trust.
b. A separate insurance trust, a beneficiary of each dynasty trust, would also be
required.
c. The independent trustee of each spouse’s dynasty trust could make distributions
to the insurance trust to pay premiums or amounts due under the split dollar
plan.
B. You could create a separate irrevocable trust for the benefit of children only, funded with
the $14,000 annual gift exclusions (see Note in Appendix, item A. below).
C. If you are charitably inclined, you may also want to consider charitable planning
opportunities. Charitable planning can provided tax benefits:
1. Assets left to qualified charities upon death provide an estate tax deduction.
2. Assets gifted to qualified charities during your lifetime provide a gift tax deduction
as well as an income tax deduction.
3. A qualified charity may include a private family foundation.
4. Split interest charitable trusts provide a balance between charitable and personal
planning goals.

Important Disclaimer
Please note that the foregoing is not a legal or tax opinion. Any decision to implement the ideas
discussed herein is made solely by the Client and his or her legal and tax advisors.
The Model is intended as a tool for the use of the Clients’ legal and tax advisors only. Neither
RPg Family Wealth Advisory nor its employees or representatives are 1) expressing a legal
opinion with respect to the strategies discussed; 2) guaranteeing the accuracy of report
(although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy); or 3) guaranteeing or making
assurances as to investment performance, i.e. investment returns are hypothetical and are for
illustrative purposes only.

Estate Plan
Appendix: Estate Planning Tools
Under the current Tax Code and case law, powerful tools are available that allow Clients to make
gifts and transfer substantial wealth as follows:
A. Lifetime Gift Exemptions – The lifetime gift exemption equals $5.45 million/individual in
2016. A husband and wife combined can gift $10,900,000 in 2016.
Lifetime gifts move appreciation out of your taxable estate. For
example, if you gift $10M and it grows to $15M, the $5M
appreciation has been moved outside the taxable estate.
Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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B. Generation Skipping Tax & Exemptions. The generation skipping transfer (GST) tax, also
40%, applies to transfers to grandchildren and subsequent generations. Fortunately,
there is a corresponding $5.43M/individual GST tax exemption. By combining the gift
and the GST tax exemptions, Trusts that last many generations (dynasty trusts) can be
funded. The benefit is that these assets and their appreciation avoid repeat taxation at
each generation.
Note: Many states have abolished their rule against perpetuities, so that dynasty trusts
can last for hundreds of years if not longer.
C. Discounting*. Numerous favorable cases have fully established the application of
valuation discounts for the gift or sale of minority and non-controlling interests in closely
held businesses. The premise is that a third party unrelated party would not pay full fair
market value for a minority interest in a closely held business, because the buyer would
have no control over the operation of the business and the distribution of profits, and the
market of potential buyers of that interest is greatly reduced. As a result, combined lack
of control and lack of marketability discounts are well established and may reduce the
value of a gift by 30-40% or more. Simply put, a gift of a discounted interest in a business
allows wealthy clients to transfer greater wealth with their available gift and GST tax
exemptions.
Table IV: Discounts
Underlying or “True” Value
of Assets

Assumed
Discount

Discounted Value Gift & GST Tax
Exemptions

$15,514,286

30%

$10,860,000

$16,707,692

35%

$10,860,000

$18,100,000

45%

$10,860,000

*Note: The IRS is purported to be writing regulations to eliminate discounts of family controlled
entities.

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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D. Defective Grantor Trusts. If a dynasty trust is also a defective grantor trust (DGT), all
trust income will be taxed to the grantor (the creator of the trust). Taxes paid by the
grantor are not taxable gifts to the trust, but enhance growth of trust assets. For
example,
a. If a trust earns $500,000 of income that would be taxed at 40% income tax rate,
the non-grantor trust assets grows at an effective 3% net after tax compound
growth rate.
b. For the defective grantor trust, because the grantor pays the trust income taxes,
the assets grow at a 5% compound growth rate. Over time, the difference in the
amount of wealth transferred can be dramatic.
E. Separate Trust for Each Spouse. Clients may be reluctant to gift substantial amounts
because they are giving up access to those funds. One solution is for husband to create a
trust for the benefit of wife and issue, and for wife to create a trust for the benefit of
husband and issue. Care must be taken to be sure that the trusts are not too similar, i.e.
are not “reciprocal”.
F. Life Insurance. Life insurance death benefits are paid income tax free. When life
insurance is placed in a trust for children and optionally future generations (the dynasty
trust), only the premiums which are typically a fraction of the policy death benefit must
be sheltered from gift and estate taxes. In that way, the policy death proceeds are not
only income tax free, but they are also exempt from estate and GST taxes as well. This
creates liquidity when it is needed to pay estate taxes without inflating the value of the
taxable estate.
G. Private Split Dollar. There are many ways to fund the life insurance policy, one of the
most efficient of which is to utilize private split dollar. In its most basic form, with a split
dollar plan, the clients pay the lion’s share of the premiums, while the dynasty trust
receives the lion’s share of the death benefit.

Plan Well. Invest Well. Live Well.
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SOURCES: IRS, SBA, AICPA
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
RPg Family Wealth Advisory, LLC ("FWA") is a registered investment advisor with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Additional information regarding RPg Family Wealth
Advisory, LLC can be found on our website at www.rpgfamilywealthadvisory.com.
RPg Family Wealth Advisory, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult an
independent tax advisor for additional guidance.
This material has been prepared solely for informative purposes and is not to be considered
investment advice or a solicitation for investment. Any projections, market outlooks, or
estimates in this presentation are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain
assumptions and should not be construed as indicative of actual events that will occur.
Information contained in this report is as of the period indicated and is subject to change. The
Information contained herein includes information obtained from sources that are believed to
be reliable, but are not independently verified. It is made available on an "as is" basis without
warranty.
This material is proprietary and may not be reproduced, transferred or distributed in any form
without prior written permission from FWA. FWA reserves the right at any time, and without
notice, to change, amend, or cease publication of the information contained herein.
Performance provided is past performance. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Investments may increase or decrease in value and are subject to a risk of loss.
Statements in this piece that reflect projections or expectations of future financial or economic
performance of the markets in general are forward-looking statements. Actual results or events
may differ materially from those projected, estimated, assumed or anticipated in any such
forward-looking statements.
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